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• What is adequate housing

• How did we get to where we are?

• What has actually happened?

• CIH Rethinking Housing

• Placeshaping Seminar

• Some Challenges



What is adequate Housing?

• Different depending on who you are talking to

• Rooflessness, houselessness homelessness

• Shelter v Home

• New terms have emerged: social housing, affordable 
housing, intermediate housing, mid market rents, 
co-ownership

• State v Private provision

• Temporary v permanent

• Social houses will no longer be homes to settle 
down and plan a future in, but a temporary welfare 
benefit’ (Kerslake)



How did we get here?

Formation of the NI Housing Executive

• Created confidence in housing delivery and 
management

• Allocations system

• Tenant involvement

Home ownership

• Right to Buy raised the level of home-ownership 
through huge discounts

• Relaxation of lending rules meant more households 
could access loans

• NI co-ownership  

Homelessness Legislation

• Provided a safety net for eligible households

• Overseen by NIHE unlike elsewhere

Renewal  and New Build Policies

• Dramatically reduced unfitness

• Created a younger public housing stock than in GB 

• Got rid of inner city slums

Expansion of Private Rented Sector

• Increased supply for low income groups

• Provided investment opportunities

• Particularly since the late 1990s

• Mixed Funding for Housing associations

• Reduced government funding to around 50%

• Created more for less

• New build transferred to HAs in early 2000s



What has actually happened? 
(Are people living in a place they actually want to live in?)

Right to Buy and Homelessness

• Contributed to the residualisation of social 
housing

• Created concentrations of poverty and 
social exclusion

Transfer of New Build and Mixed funding

• Making regeneration and renewal policies 
more difficult as ownership becomes more 
fragmented. 

• Arguments that NIHE should be building 
again

• Levels of debt increasing for HAs

Redevelopment and Renewal

• Dispersed settled communities

• Created estates on the periphery of towns 
and cities

• Loss of place for many

Expansion of Private Rented Sector

• Increased regulation needed? 

• Many landlords in negative equity

• Housing more vulnerable households but without 
the necessary support

• Creating transient populations that can cause 
disruption in otherwise settled areas

• Rents and affordability

Allocations

• ethno-religious segregation remains on most 
public estates

• Points chasing and restrictions as to where 
people can be housed

• Much higher proportion of allocations going to 
homeless or intimidated cases

Home ownership

• Credit fuelled boom and bust

• Doesn’t necessarily give choice as households live 
where they can afford



NIHE Investment in Existing stock (Savills 2015)

• Relied heavily in the past on House 
Sales income

• £7 billion investment in stock over 30 
years

• 340m each year over next 5 years)

• Significant underinvestment since 
2009

• nearly half the stock needs 
immediate investment (40k)

• Rents have increased at a very slow 
pace in comparison to similar regions 
in UK  

• Cannot raise the private money that 
housing associations can

• But it has a substantial asset base that 
would be attractive to lenders

• In its current status it could refinance 
its historic debt of over £400m at a 
lower interest rate and raise £77m per 
year. 

• It could raise finance by increasing 
rents (currently collects £290m per 
year)

• It borrow new money on the security 
of its substantial asset base



Have we missed a trick?
• Wheatley Group and Glasgow Housing 

Association (GHA)

• GHA was a stock transfer from Glasgow 
City Council in 2003 with similar stock size 
to NIHE

• It has borrowed £811m to date (Wheatley 
£1.1 billion)

• Grant investment in existing stock over 
the 15 years has been £400m with £300m 
being reinvested from rents.

• GHA rents are £20 a week higher than 
NIHE and are still considered affordable. 
Tenants consistently say they are getting 
good value for money 

• Without the borrowing and grant 
investment and relying only on rental 
income the impact would have been 
nowhere the same.

• It was suggested to me by a senior official 
that GHA would have lost 20,000 of its 
stock had it not invested at the levels it 
has.

• Not only has the life of GHA properties 
been prolonged but Co2 submissions 
have been reduced by nearly 40%

• A recent report that evaluated the 
economic impact GHA has had on the 
Scottish economy from 2003-18 showed  
£2 billion boost to GDP (a 3.5 multiplier)

• It has transformed the city of Glasgow 
and the lives of its communities

• It has also supported 2,500 FTE jobs per 
year.

• Wheatley Group works with 18 councils 
through regeneration programmes



Rethinking social housing

Chartered Institute of Housing (CIH) 
wanted to have a discussion about the 
very fundamentals of social housing:

• What is social housing?

• What does it do?

• Who is it for?

• What should its role and purpose 
be?



Headline findings

• Social housing is highly valued by those who 
live in it:

➢ Affordability

➢ Security

➢ Quality

• And it has much a wider value in:
➢ Tackling poverty 

➢ Supporting local/national economies

➢ Improving health and well-being

• But there is stigma attached to social housing 
and the people living in it



Headline findings

According to CIH we need to:

• Reclaim the role of social housing as a pillar of our 
society – alongside the NHS and free education

• Place it at the centre of any plan to solve the housing 
crisis - the right homes, in the right places, at prices 
people can afford

• Recognise different areas need different solutions

• Move it away from a ‘safety net’ service - creating an 
ambitious vision where it offers affordable choice and 
opportunity to all who want to live there



Placeshaping seminar

• Have we lost focus on what place shaping actually is?
• ‘There is such a drive to deliver homes and getting the numbers done that 

we are in danger of delivering targets and missing the point’
• Are we taking stock of what our demographics and communities need or 

are we just hell bent on numbers?
• Standing the Test of Time: You can have the best policy in the world for 

carbon zero, energy efficient homes but if they are constructed poorly you 
are building in failure for the future

• Successful placemaking cannot be just about individual communities. It 
must work across the board, from national planning considerations to the 
positioning of cycle paths and parks at the neighbourhood level and all 
levels in between



Placeshaping

• Shifting Sands: Demands and concerns of people who are going to live in 
our new communities are shifting.

• One thing we don’t do well as a sector is to look into the future about what 
changing needs, aspirations and demands will be. 

• Young people are more concerned about the environment and ecology. We 
need to be building accommodation that young people will stay in. Building 
transitionary communities does not create a place.

• One of the biggest challenges to councils is our aging population. Older 
people are working longer differently. They want flexibility. They want 
connections to the places they work and access to healthcare 



Some challenges in Housing: NIHE, HAs Voluntary 
bodies

• Working in partnership with 
Councils and private sector

• Mixed tenure housing (NIFHA, 
CIH). Perceptions of this/stigma.

• NIHE existing stock needs £7 
billion invested in its existing 
stock

• NIHE coming out of PSBR

• Increasing the tenant voice!



Some challenges in Housing: Councils
(reference research report launched yesterday by Ulster University ‘creating a more effective and sustainable housing 
development model’)

• Barriers to development such as the availability of 
suitable sites in areas of social housing need should be 
eliminated

• Delays in getting planning approval concern of HAs 
(5 Councils met the 15 week target for local applications 
(2018-19)

• A more strategic evaluation of residential planning 
applications that considers housing needs and assesses 
potential outcomes for local council population growth, 
social development, economic uplift and environmental 
impact.

• New ways of supplying housing. Partnerships with 
developers/HAs

• Role of the 11 Councils in place shaping. 

• Future housing needs assessments should cover not just 
the number of units needed but also infrastructure 
needs, potential displacement effects between councils 
and collaborative approaches across all councils. 



Some challenges: Government

• Welfare Mitigation and Universal Credit. Consider the Impact on 
communities (and rents). Lobbying (Cliffedge)

• Housing Selection Scheme (How social housing is allocated). 
Aligned to placeshaping

• PRS reforms/disinvestment. Need to consider more strategically 
the use of the sector. 

• Private Finance v housing association grant (HAG). Moving to 3 
year funding model for SHDP.

• Developer contributions are ‘phased in’

• Government backed home building fund to help small 
builders/developers access finance.

• Develop decision support system that takes an integrated 
approach to future housing provision and infrastructure need

• Transfer more powers to Councils: Supporting People, Housing 
Benefit administration, homelessness legislation?

• Stigma attached to social housing



Where are we going?
So everyone has a role to play

• Local Authorities and NIHE have statutory 
obligations

• Housing associations manage affordable 
rented housing and want to sustain 
tenancies and can add stock

• The private sector for new build and 
renting

• Other public bodies (health, justice, 
education, employment etc.)

It’s all about prevention!



‘Sometimes 
the dread is 
worse than 
the actual’


